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Pictograph Help!
By Ada Ren & Andee Rubin
If you’re reading this, it’s probably because you have a pictograph that is statistically incorrect or visually
misleading. Try to figure out which issue your graphic has and consider the suggestions here for improving it.

Problem: It’s hard to compare heights when the bottom is curved
Problem

A Solution

When the pictograph image is curved at the bottom,
it’s hard to compare the differences in height.

Add in the percent or change the image so that the
bottom is flat making it’s easier to compare the
heights of the filled-in area. You can also use a bar
graph to compare linear dimensions or a pie graph
to compare parts of a whole.

Problem: Unclear how to compare a series of icons
Problem

A Solution

Are you making a comparison based on area or a
linear dimension such as height? Readers of your
graph are likely to be confused; in general, people
have trouble comparing areas.

Use a visualization that’s easier to read - possibly a
bar graph or, if you have all of the data, a pie chart.
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Problem: Too many icons to count
Problem

A Solution

Illustrating a percentage, especially a small one,
with a pictograph requires the reader to count and
compare a large number of images and may dilute
the message.

Use the percentage itself. If you want to emphasize
the smallness of the percentage, consider using a
pie chart.
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